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Let d be an algebra and X c 9 lattices of subsets of a set X. Further- 
more, let /J be a semilinite content on .E4 such that X p-approximates d. 
Then our main result (3.4 and 3.6) states that p can be extended to a 
semifinite, T-regular content defined on an algebra containing both JZZ and 
2. If, in addition, p is a measure and 2 is sequentially dominated by &, 
then p can be extended to a semifinite, &-regular measure defined on a 
a-algebra containing both ,cu’ and Y. Since, in the special case .X c &‘, 
Xp-approximates & iff p is .X-regular, our result is a common 
generalization of measure extension theorems due to Bachman and Sultan 
[S, 2.11, Lembcke [ll, 3.1 and 4.51, Szeto [18, 2.21 and the author [3, 3.2 
and 3.3(a)]. 
Our proceeding is based on the concept of a tight set function [2 and 31. 
Some fundamental properties of tight set functions are compiled in Sec- 
tion 1. An essential tool for proving our main theorem is the fact that every 
supermodular set function defined on a lattice of sets admits a tight 
majorant. This result which is also important in cooperative game theory 
(see [6,9, 161) is proved in Section 2. A similar result concerning the 
existence of tight minorants for certain submodular set functions which has 
been proved in [l] is the basic tool for the derivation of another general 
measure extension theorem (3.12). As a consequence of this theorem, it is 
shown, among others, that every tight Bane measure on a [completely] 
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1. DEFINITIONS AND AUXILIARY RESULTS 
Let X be an arbitrary set. If A is a subset of X and f is a function defined 
on X, then f 1 A denotes the restriction off on A. A paving (in X) is a sub- 
set of P(X), the power set of X, which contains the empty set. A paving 
that is closed under finite [countable] intersections and finite unions is 
called a lattice [&lattice] of sets. 
Let %? be a paving in X. Then a(%‘) [a(V)] denotes the [o-Ialgebra 
generated by V. Furthermore, %?a denotes the family of all countable inter- 
sections of sets from g. V is said to be semicompact if every countable sub- 
family of V having the finite intersection property has nonvoid intersection. 
In the following let X, 9 be lattices of subsets of X. X is said to be 
sequentially dominated by 9 if whenever (K,) is a sequence in X with 
K,, J @, there exists a sequence (L,) in 9 such that L, J 0 and K,, c L, for 
all n E N. We say 9 separates X if whenever K,, K, E X with 
K, n K, = 0, there are disjoint Z-sets L,, L, such that K, c Li for i = 1, 2. 
.9-(X) := {FEP(X): FnKeX for all KEX} denotes the lattice of 
“local .X-sets.” Obviously XE 9(X) and X c 9”(X) c 9(X6). Moreover, 
we have X=.9(X) iff XE X. 
Furthermore, we denote by N(X) the family of all [0, co]-valued set 
functions defined on X and vanishing at 0. If X is an algebra, then a 
finitely [countably] additive element of N(X) is called a content 
[measure] on X. 
For a given 2 E N(X) we define set functions 1,) ;I* on P(X) 
by A,(Q) := sup{,!(K): KEX, KcQ} and 1*(Q) := inf{I1(K): KEX, 
KxQ} (with inf@=ac,). M oreover, we put 11211 := n,(X). 
Let (Z be a subpaving of X. ,! E N(X) is said to be 
(a) V-regular if J,(K)=sup{A(C): CE??, CcK) for KEX; 
(b) finite if ;I( K) < cc, for all KE X; 
(cl semifinite if 1(K)= co implies 1(K) = sup{ A( K,): K, E X, 
K,c K, %(K,)< co}; 
(d) supermodular if l,(K,) + &K,) 5 1(K, n Kz) + 1(K, u K,) for 
K,, K,EX; 
(4 modular if /Z(K,) + l(K2) = A(K, n K,) + i(K, u K2) for 
K,, K,E=~c; 
(f) right if A(K,) = fl(K,) + i,(K2 - K,) for K,, K2 E X with K, c K,; 
(g) a-smooth at Qr if lim, l(K,,) = 0 for every sequence (K,) in X 
satisfying K,, 10 and inf,, A(K,,) < CO. 
For PEN(P(X)) denote by M(p):= {AEP(X):~(Q)=~(Q~A)+ 
p( Q - A) for all Q c X} the family of so-called p-measurable subsets of X. It 
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is well known (see [lo, Lemma 11) that A(p) is an algebra and p is a 
content on d(p). Furthermore, we need the following facts about tight set 
functions. 
1.1. LEMMA [2, 2.1 and 2.23. Let AEN be tight. Then 
(a) A is monotone and modular; 
(b) F”(X) c A(&); 
(c) A is a-smooth at Qr $3” is semicompact. 
1.2. LEMMA. Let 1~ N(X) be tight with 111)( < CO. Then we have 
Af(l*)= {AEsqX): rl*(A)+I*(X-A)= ~~~“~~}. 
Proof For A ~Jz’(i.+), the equality 
j”,(A) + j-*(X- A) = (IAl/ (1.1) 
trivially holds. Now assume that A E P(X) satisfies ( 1.1). As jb* is super- 
modular, we obtain, for any QcX, A,(Q)~l,(QnA)+A,(Q-A)? 
j,,(Q)+~,(A)-~,(QuA)+~,(Q)+n,(x-A)-j”,(Qu(X-A)) = Ilj.11 
+ ‘W+dQ) - &.(QuA) - &(Qu(X-A)) 2 //j~/l + X+.(Q) - A&‘0 - 
E.,(Q) = I.,(Q) which implies A EJX(~*). 1 
1.3. LEMMA. Let AE N(X) be tight, semifinite, and a-smooth at 0. 
Define a set function 2”~ N(g(X)) by 
A’(Q):= strp{,I*(K):R~x~,KcQ and A*(R)<ooj for QEY(X). (1.2) 
Then we have 
(a) &(A”) is a o-algebra containing both 9(&) and A’(A,). 
(b) %” I Jt!(A’) is a semifinite, X6-regular measure which extends A. 
(c) A* I Jz(/i*)=A5 I Jz(A*). 
(d) lj” X is a b-lattice, then 2” = i.+. 
Proof See [Z, 2.4-2.61, for a proof of (a), (b), and (d). 
Ad (c): The inequality I, 5 2” is obvious. We first prove 
;I,(Kn C) = A”(Kn C) for CE&(~.+.) and KEX with A(K)< CO. (1.3) 
Let CEJH(,I,) and KEX with A(K) < co be given. By [2,2.5], we then 
have ;LS(KnC)+lS(K-C) 5 A”(K) = A(K) = &(KnC)+A,(K-C) 2 
A”(K n C) + I”(K - C), hence A”(K n C) f  A’(K - C) = A,(K n C) + 
I,(K- C) = A(K) < cc which, together with A* <A”, implies (1.3). 
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Now let CE &(A,) be given. Assume that %,(C) < n’(C). As lb’ is 
X6-regular and semilinite, there is a X6-set R with Kc C and i,(C) < 
i’(K)=I*(R)< co. Choose a decreasing sequence (K,) in X with 
I?= n, K, and ;1(K,) < a for all n. Then R= r), (K,n C) and so, by (1.3) 
A,(C) <AS(K) = inf, E,“(K,, n C) = inf, A,(K,, n C) 5 n,(C). This contradic- 
tion proves our claim. 1 
Finally, we use the following topological notation. If X is a topological 
space, then any set of the form { f = 0}, where f is a continuous real- 
valued function on X is called a zero-set in X. Complements of zero-sets are 
called cozero-sets. We denote by .9’(X), “k(X), 9(X), 9(X), and ,X(X) the 
family of all zero-, cozero-, closed, open, and compact sets in X, respec- 
tively. 9&(X) := o(ZZ(X)) [98(X) := a(F(X))] denotes the Baire [Bore/] 
a-algebra in X. Any measure defined on go(X) [B(X)] is called a Baire 
[Borel] measure on X. 
2. TIGHT MAJORANTS OF SUPERMODULAR SET FUNCTIONS 
Throughout this section X denotes a lattice of subsets of an arbitrary set 
X. We introduce a partial order in the set N(X) by defining 1,g ;1* iff 
A,(K) 5 i,(K) for all KE X. 
2.1. LEMMA. For a E [0, GO) let A“ := {A E N(X): I. supermodular and 
/IA/l =a}. Then 
(a) every nonempty linearly ordered subset of Au has an upper bound 
in A“ and 
(b) every maximal element of A” is tight. 
Proof (a) Let /i,, : = { ;1,: iE I} be a nonvoid linearly ordered subset 
of A”. Put l(K):= sup{;l,(K):i~Z) for KEX. It is clear that AEN 
and 11111 = a. To prove the supermodularity of 1, let K,, K2 E X and E > 0 
be given. Choose i,, i, in I such that l(Kj) < A,,(K,) + e/2 for j = 1, 2. 
Suppose A,, 5 ia. Then A(K,) + i(K,) < /z,,(K,) + Ai2(K2) + E d A,(K,) + 
A,JK2) + E 5 A,,(K, n K2) + A,(K, u K,) + F 5 A(K, n K,) + A(K, u KZ) + dt 
follows that II is supermodular. Hence l~/i” is an upper bound for A,. 
(b) Let ,4 be a maximal element of Au. For any subset C of X, define 
a set function AC. on X by I,(K):= A,(KnC)+A,(KuC)-A,(C), 
KE X. We now prove that 
&E/l”. (2.1) 
Trivially we have &E N(X). In order to prove the supermodularity of A,, 
it suffices to show that, for any X-sets K, and Ka, we have A,(K, n C) + 
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LJK, u C) + 1,(K,n C) + &(K,u C) S A,(K, n K,n C) + 
A,((K, n K,)u C) + l,((K, u K,)n C) + A*(K, u K,u C). But this 
follows immediately from the two inequalities ,l*(K, n C) + i,(K, n C) 5 
l,(K, n K, n C) + l,((K, u K,) n C) and A*(K, u C) + A*(KZ u C) S 
I,((K, n K,) u C) + I1,(K, u K, u C). Furthermore, we have 
IIU/ = a. (2.2) 
It is clear that A,.1 1.~ /i” implies illbcll 2 a. Assuming llAcil > a, we have 
l,(Kn C) + I,(Ku C) - A,(C)>a for some X-set K and hence 
n,(C) + a < A,(Kn C) + A,(Ku C) 5 E.,(C) + a. This contradiction 
proves (2.2) and hence (2.1). 
As we have 1”, 2 I”, the maximality of i implies 1= i,, for every subset C 
of 3’. In particular, for X-sets K,, Kz with K, c K,, we obtain 
i(K,)=I,,-.,(K,)=A(K,)-A,(K,-K,). Hence A is tight. 1 
We can now prove the main result of this section. It is an essential tool 
for the derivation of a general measure extension theorem in the next 
section. 
2.2. THEOREM. For any supermodular y E N(X) there exists a tight 
AE N(X) such that y 5 R and //yIl = llA(l. 
Proof: If IIy(l = co, then the tight set function 1, defined by i(K) = m for 
all nonvoid X-sets K is appropriate. If a : = llvll < XI, then, by 2.1 (a) and 
Zorn’s lemma, there is a maximal element j* E /i” with J. 2 y. Thus our claim 
follows from 2.1 (b). 1 
2.3. Remarks. (a) In the special case of a modular, monotone 
y E N(X) and XEX, 2.2 was proved independently by Pachl 1141 and 
Szeto [ 181. 
(b) If the supermodular set function y is {0, 1, .,., nf-valued (for some 
n E N), then a straightforward modification of the proof of 2.1 shows that 
the tight majorant 1 in 2.2 can be chosen (0, 1, . . . . n}-valued, too. 
(c) If X is an algebra, then the tight set functions on X are exactly 
the contents on X. In this case, 2.2 is a well-known result (“core theorem”) 
in cooperative game theory. The reader interested in the game theoretic 
aspects of nonnegative set functions is referred to [6, 9, 161. 
(d) If, under the assumptions of 2.2, y is finite but IIyIl = cc, then one 
cannot conclude that there is a tight majorant i which is semilinite or even 
finite: Let X be the family of all finite subsets of the real line and put 
y(K) : = (card K)2 for KE X. Then y is supermodular and finite. An 
analysis of example (5.6) in [4] reveals that there is no modular ,? E N(X) 
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satisfying Jo 2 /z and A( {x}) < co for all real numbers x. In particular, there 
does not exist any semifinite tight 2 E N(x) with y 5 1.. 
(e) If YEN(~) is supermodular and a-smooth at a, then one can- 
not infer from 2.2 that there is a tight majorant 1” which is also o-smooth at 
0 : Let X be any set with cardinality K,, ~47 the power set of X, and 9 the 
family of all subsets of X having a countable complement. For any KE %“, 
put y(K) = 1 or 0 according as KE 9 or K $9. Then y E N(x) is super- 
modular and a-smooth at 0. On the other hand, there is no probability 
measure 1 on x with y 5 2, since otherwise we would have A( {x}) = 0 for 
all x E X, which is a contradiction to Ulam’s theorem [ 13, Theorem 5.61. 
3. REGULAR EXTENSIONS OF CONTENTS AND MEASURES 
Throughout this section X denotes an arbitrary set, whereas x, 9 are lat- 
tices of subsets of X and .c9 is an algebra in X. We begin with the following 
uniqueness statement. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Assume that .d separates x. 
(a) Tf&” is an algebra containing d and G~C, then every finite content 
on .d has at most one extension to a x-regular content on d’. 
(b) If .d’ is a o-algebra containing d and x, then every a-finite 
measure on .QZ has at most one extension to a x-regular measure on d’. 
Proof (a) Let ,u be a finite content on ,d. Suppose that p,, pLz are 
<Y-regular contents on ,QZ’ that extend p. In order to prove pi = ,u~ it 
suffices to show p,(X- K) =pJX- K) for all KEG+!‘. Assume that 
p,(X- K,) # pz(X- K,), say pi(X- K,) < u2(X- KO) for some x-set K,,. 
Then there exists a x-set K with Kc X- K,, and p,(X- K,) < p2(K). Since 
.c9 separates x, there are disjoint &‘-sets A and A, such that KC A and 
K,,cA,. This implies p(A)gu(X-A,,)sp,(X-KO)<,u2(K)ip(A) which 
is impossible. 
(b) Let p be a a-finite measure on .d. Then there is a disjoint 
sequence (X,,) in .d such that X= lJ,, X, and p(X,) -C co for all n E N. Let v 
and r be X-regular measures on &” which extend ~1. For n E N, A E &‘, and 
A’ED!‘, define u,JA) := ,u(AnX,,), v,(A’) := v(A’nX,), and z,(A’) := 
z(A’ n X,,). p,, is a finite measure on Cr4, whereas v,, and r,, are finite, 
x-regular measures on ,d’. Since vn and r, extend ,u,, we obtain v,, = T,,, 
n E N, by (a), and so v = z. 1 
The example 3.5 in [3] shows that 3.1 does not remain valid for 
semilinite measures. The following extension result is an application of 2.2. 
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3.2. PROPOSITION. Let y E N(X) be supermodufar with /(yIJ < co. 
(a) Zf y* 1 d is a content, then y* I & can be extended to a X-regular 
content on cc(d u S(X)). 
(b) If X is sequentially dominated by 1;9 and y.+ 1 d is a measure, 
then y* / d can be extended to a X&-regular measure on o(,r4 v 9(X6)). 
Proof By 2.2, there is a tight A E N(X) such that y S 2 and 1Iy 11 = 11211. 
Then, for any A EJZZ, we have y,(A)SI,(A)s j/ill -&(X-.4)5 
//yll - y.JX- A) = y,(A), hence y,(A) = A,(A) = lllVll - 2,(X- A) for all 
A E .&’ which implies dc &(A,) by 1.2. On the other hand, we have 
p(X) c &(A,) by 1.1(b). Thus d’ : = a(& u 9(X)) c &Y(J,) which 
implies that A* 1 d’ is a X-regular content that extends y* / d. This 
proves (a). 
Next we show that, under the additional assumptions of (b), ,! is 
a-smooth at 0. For this purpose, let (K,) c X with K, 10. Then there is 
a sequence (A,) in d such that A, J 0 and K,, c A, for all n. This implies 
A(K,)<I,(A,)=y,(A,) +O for n -+ co. Hence 1, is o-smooth at 0. Put 
2 := a(& u9($$)) and define 1.” by (1.2). Then we infer from 1.3 that 
.s? c A(n’) and ;I” I d is a X6-regular measure which extends y* I ~2. m 
Let p be a content defined on the algebra .c4. Following the terminology 
of [lS] we say that X p-approximates d if p(A)=sup{~~(K): KEX, 
KcA} for all AE.EZ. 
3.3. Remarks. (a) If XC &‘, then .Xp-approximates .d iff p is 
Y-regular. 
(b) If p is finite, then Xp-approximates d iff for every A E .d and 
for every E > 0, there exist sets A, E .c4 and KE X such that A, c KC A and 
u(A -A,,) < E. The latter condition goes back to Marczewski [ 123. 
(c) If Xp-approximates d, where X is semicompact and p is 
semilinite, then p is a-additive. 
Proof. According to [2,4.2(a)], it suffices to show that p is a-smooth 
at 0. But this can be done by standard arguments (see [ 12, (i), 
P. 1181). I 
We can now prove the following basic extension theorem. 
3.4. THEOREM. Let u be a semifinite content on .d such that X 
u-approximates d. Furthermore assume that X c 9. 
(a) Then u can be extended to a semifinite, Y-regular content on 
a(& u 9(Z)). The extension is unique on every algebra ,d’ with .d u 9’ c 
d’ c CX(G’ u S(9)) if u is finite and d separates 9. 
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(b) Is, in addition, p is a-additive and 2’ is sequentially dominated by 
~4, then p can be extended to a semifinite, &-regular measure on 
(r(,r9 ~.F(L&)). The extension is unique on every o-algebra d’ with 
.r4 v 9 c ~4’ c a(&’ v 8(&)) if p is o-finite and JZJ separates .J&. 
Proof: The uniqueness assertions follow directly from 3.1. Since ,Xp-ap- 
proximates s&‘, so does 9’. Thus in order to prove the existence statements 
it sufftces to consider the special case X = 9. We first assume p(X) < co. 
Putting y(K) := p*(K) for KEX, we have p= y* 1 d. As YEN(X) is 
supermodular with JIyII = p(X) < co), our claim follows from 3.2. Now 
assume that p is semifinite. We only deal with the case where ~1 is a 
semifinite measure on ,~9 (and X is sequentially dominated by ~2). The 
finitely additive case which is still simpler can be treated in an analogous 
way. 
Let .M denote the family of all X6-regular measures v on 
.d’ : = 0(.4 u 9(X6)) satisfying v 1 .d 5 ,u. Obviously 0 E “4~‘. We first prove 
that &X is inductively ordered. For this purpose let J&C ~.4! be linearly 
ordered and put v,) := sup J%‘~, i.e., v,(A’) = sup{C, v,,(A,): (A,) c d’ is a 
decomposition of A’ and (v,)c J&J, A’E&‘. It is well known that v0 is a 
measure on .d’ satisfying voz v for all VEJ%$. Furthermore, 
v0 is X4-regular. (3.1) 
Let A’ E .d’ and a < vO( A’). Then there are measures v, , v2, . . . in J#,, and 
pairwise disjoint sets A,, A,, . . . in ~2’ such that A’= U, A, and 
a < C, v,,(A,). Then a < CL=, v,(A,) for some index k E N. Choose a num- 
ber k, E { 1, . . . . k) such that vk,, 2 v, for n = 1, . . . . k. Then a < xi=, v,(A,,) 5 
CL, v&J = WJ:=, An) 2 v&O A s vko is X6-regular, there is a Y&-set 
i?c A’ such that a < v,,(R) and hence a < v,(R). This proves (3.1). 
Now let A E .02 be given. Furthermore, let vr, v2, . . . E A0 and A,, A,, 
pairwise disjoint &‘-sets with union A. For any kE N, one can find 
an index k, E { 1, . . . . k) such that v k,, 2 v,, for n = 1, . . . . k. This implies 
C$=, v,,(A,)IC~=, vko(An)=vka(U~=, A,,)5 vko(A)5M). As kEN was 
arbitrary, we obtain C, v,(A,)sp(A) and hence v,(A)sp(A). Thus we 
have v0 / .E9 5 ,U which together with (3.1) implies v0 E A. Hence J& is 
inductively ordered. By Zorn’s lemma, there is a maximal element p in J%‘. 
Now let A,,E &’ with p(A,) < n3 be given. Put v(A) := p(A n A,) - 
,E(A n A,) for A E .d. Then v is a finite measure on .d. Furthermore, 
X v-approximates d. (3.2) 
In order to prove (3.2), let A E J&’ and E > 0 be given. There exist sets 
KEX and d~:s$ such that A”c=KcAnA, and p(AnA,)<p(A)+&. 
Then v(A) - v(J) = p(A n A,) --p(J) - @(A n A,) - p(A)) 5 p(A A A,) - 
p(A”) <E. Thus (3.2) holds. 
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By the “finite case,” v can be extended to a &-regular measure C on d’. 
Then z : = ii: + v” is a X6-regular measure on d’, and for any d-set A we 
have t(A) = r(A n A,) + z(A -A,) = ,ii(A n A,) + ;(A n A,) + 
D(A -A,) + v”(A -A,) = j2(A “A,) + v(A n A,) + ,ii(A -A,) + 
v(A-A,) = p(AnAo) + fi(A-A,) 5 @(An&) + p(A-A,)=y(A). 
Thus we have t E J%‘. Since fi 5 5, the maximality of fi implies fi = z. In 
particular, we have cc > p(A,) 2 b(A,) = $A,) = p(A,) + C(A,), hence 
G(A,)=O and so p(AO) =@(A,). As the set A, was arbitrary, we thus have 
proved 
PL(A)=fi(A) for all A E& with p(A) < az. (3.3) 
For any AE&‘, put F,(A):= sup{F(B):B~,c9’, BcA and fi(B)<co}. 
Then ,E, is a semilinite measure on .d’. In addition, 
fiI is .X$-regular. (3.4) 
Let A E d’ and a < ill(A). There exists a set BE d’ with B c A and 
a < j2( B) < co. As fi is .X,-regular, we can find a .X,-set I? such that Kc B 
and a<fi(K)< co. Then ,ii(K)=ji,(R) which proves (3.4). 
For any A,E.EZ with p(A,) < co, we have co > p(A,) = ,C(A,) = ii, 
by (3.3). This implies, for any .&‘-set A, J,(A)sfi(A)sp(A)= 
~up{&b,): A, E&, A, c A, /.@,)<co}=sup{/&(A,): A,E&‘, A,cA, 
p( A,) < cc } 5 ji, (A). Thus p, is a semifinite, &-regular measure extension 
of P. I 
3.5. PROPOSITION. Assume that .X c Y where 2 is sequentially 
dominated by ~4. 
(a) If p is a (not necessarily .semzfinite) measure on .r9 such that 
.%/p-approximates ~4, then p can he extended to a measure on 
a(d u F(.q)). 
(b) If X p-approximates ,01 for every finite measure p on ~2, then 
every measure on .01 can be extended to a measure on a(,c4 u F( pb)). 
Proof: Let p be an arbitrary measure on d. For any AE d, put 
v(A):= sup{p(AO):Ao~.~, A,cA and p(A,)<ocj} and r(A):= 
sup{ p( B) - v(B): B E &‘, B c A and v(B) < cc }. It is easy to verify that 
p=v+t, where v [T] is a semifinite [{O, co j-valued] measure 
on d. (3.5) 
In particular, 7 can be extended to a measure z, on (r(& u 9(26)) (see 
c3, 1.31). 
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Ad (a). Let p be a measure on d such that X p-approximates &. 
Decompose p according to (3.5). Then it is easy to see that X v-ap- 
proximates d. Thus we infer from 3.4(b) that v can be extended to a 
measure vr on a(& u 9(9’)). Hence v, + rr is the desired measure exten- 
sion of p. 
Ad (b). Assume that X p-approximates d for every finite measure p 
on d. This implies that X p-approximates d for every semifinite measure 
p on d. Using the decomposition (3.5), our claim now follows from 
3.4(b). 1 
Under the additional assumption X c,d, Theorem 3.4 can be 
strengthened in the following way. 
3.6. THEOREM. Assume that .X c & n 2’. Then we have: 
(a) Every semIfinite, X-regular content p on yc4 can be extended to a 
semtfinite, Y-regular content on a(,&’ v F(X) u F(2)). The extension is 
unique on every algebra s?” with .d u 2’ c &” c a(& v F(X) u F(Y)) ifp 
is finite and a(& u F(X)) separates 2’. 
(b) lk in addition, 2’ is sequentially dominated by a(& v9(X6)), 
then every semifinite, X-regular measure p on ~4 can be extended to a 
semifinite, Y,-regular measure on o(,cS u F(G&) u P--(2$)). The extension is 
unique on every a-algebra 8’ with d u 9 c &’ c a(& u 9(X6) u F(Y6)) 
ifp is a-finite and o(& u 9(.X,)) separates I%. 
Proqf We only prove (b), since the (simpler) proof of (a) can be 
performed in the same way. Define % := a(d u 9(X&)) and 
9 := a(%? u .F(&)) = g(,& u 5(X6) u 9(6cl,)). Let p be a semifinite, 
X-regular measure on .d. Set J : =p 1 X. Then i E N(X) is tight, 
semifinite, and o-smooth at @. 
Now we let A E .d be given. For any KE X, we have 
~(K)=~(K)=~(KnA)+~(K-A)=~“,(KnA)+3.,(K-A)whichimplies 
A E .,@(A,) by [2, I.ld]. Thus we have .d c Jz’(A,), and from 1.3(a)-(c) we 
obtain % c &(;I’), where v : = 1” 1 % is a semifinite, X6-regular measure 
which extends p = 2, / .d. Since 9 is sequentially dominated by GZ, so is 
Y6. In addition, we have X6 c .Y6. Thus we infer from 3.4(b) that v can be 
extended to a semifinite, Y6-regular measure on 9. 
In order to prove the uniqueness statement, let d’ be any a-algebra 
satisfying .d u $u c &” c 9,. Assume that %’ separates Yb and that p is 
finite. (The a-finite case can be reduced to the finite case as in the proof of 
3.1(b).) Let p,, p2 be xj-regular measures on &” that extend p. Put 
p : = p I ) g5 and r : = pz 1 Y6. p and 5 are finite, tight set functions on & 
being a-smooth at 0. 
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For any QcX, we have L’(Q)=sup{L*(K): RE%$, Kc Q} s 
sup{/Li(R): KE & Kc Q} 5 sup{p,(L): EE L$, Lc Q} = p,(Q), and 
i”(X) = ,u(X) = p,(X) = p,(X). Thus we have 
is<p* and AS(X) = p*(X). (3.6) 
Furthermore, we have 
9(&J c dH(P,). (3.7) 
If FE 9(,X,), then FE kf(i”) by 1.3(a), hence p,(F) + p*(X- F) < p,(X)= 
As(X) = P(F) + A’(X- F) < p,(F) + p.+(X- F) by (3.6). Therefore we have 
p,(F)+p,(X-F)=p,(X) and so F~k!(p,) by 1.2. This proves (3.7). 
Moreover, we have 5(9~)c&‘(~,) and d cA(p,) by 1.1 and 1.2, 
respectively. Since J!(p,) is a a-algebra (see 1.3(a) and (d)), we obtain 
9 c&(p,). As A” and p* are finite measures on G?Y, (3.6) implies 
2 1% =p* I %. In the same way, we can deduce 3.” 1% = o, 1 ‘6 and 
9 c A(r.+). Thus p* (9 and r.+ 19 are finite, 6P,-regular measures (see 1.3) 
which coincide on %?. Hence 3.1 (b) implies p* 19 = r* j 9, in particular, 
Pl=P2. I 
3.7. COROLLARY. Assume that X c 9, where 5? is a semicompact 
lattice. Furthermore, let p be a semifinite content on .d such that 
3Yt.kapproximates .d. 
(a) Then u can be extended to a semifinite, x,-regular measure on 
o(,cS u9(2$)). The extension is unique on every o-algebra .cu” with 
.d v 2 c .Q+” c a(& v P(Yii)) 1yt.t is o:finite and .d separates 2$. 
(b) If, in addition, .X c .d (i.e., p is x -regular), then p can he 
extended to a semifinite, %,-regular measure on a(,& v 9(&) u 3-(sph)). 
The extension is unique on every a-algebra d’ bqith .d v 9 c .d’c 
o(,zZ u 9(X,) u F(L&)) !f ,u is a-finite and O(SZZ u 9(x))) separates z). 
Prooj Since 9 is semicompact, so is zC. Thus p is a-additive by 3.3(c). 
On the other hand, the semicompactness of Y implies that 9 is sequen- 
tially dominated by .d. Now the assertion follows from 3.4(b) and 3.6(b), 
respectively. 1 
Theorem 3.6 is a common generalization of [3, 3.2 and 3.3(a); 5, 2.1; and 
18, 2.21. Since any x-regular content [measure] on a ring [a-ring] 99 can 
be uniquely extended to a x-regular content [measure] on CC(~) [a(W)], 
we also obtain from 3.6(a) [3.7(b)] Satz 3.1 [Satz 4.51 of [ll]. The 
following result is an immediate consequence of 3.7(b). 
3.8. COROLLARY. Assume that X c Y c g(xb) where 3C is a semicom- 
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pact lattice. If d c a(Y), then every semifinite, 2C n .&-regular content on 
SZI can be extended to a semginite, &-regular measure on o(Y). 
Corollary 3.8 is a generalization of Henry’s extension theorem (see [ 17, 
Theorem 16, p. 511) which one obtains from 3.8 if x, 2 are the lattices of 
compact, respectively closed, subsets of a Hausdorff space X. 
The following proposition can be derived from 3.6(b) in the same way as 
3.5 has been deduced from 3.4(b). 
3.9. PROPOSITION. Assume that 3C cd n 9, where 22 is sequentially 
dominated by a(& u 9(X,)). 
(a) Ifu is a (not necessarily semifinite) x-regular measure on &, then 
u can he extended to a measure on a(& u .F(%$) u .9(-f&)). 
(b) If every.finite measure on d is x-regular, then every measure on 
.d can he extended to a measure on a(& u 9(x*) u F(Ya)). 
Further applications of 3.6 to extension problems in abstract and 
topological measure theory can be found in [3, Sect. 31. The following two 
simple examples show that the assumption xc d is essential for the 
validity of 3.6. 
3.10. EXAMPLES. (a) Let X be a set with cardinality K, and put 
,d := {A c X: A or X-A is countable). For any &‘-set A, define p(A) =0 
or 1 according as A or X-A is countable. Furthermore, let A? = Y = 
g(X). Then (X, d, p) is a probability space and A! p-approximates d. In 
view of Ulam’s theorem (see [ 13, Theorem 5.6]), p cannot be extended to a 
measure on a(.& u 9(.X)) = Y(X). 
(b) Let X be a set consisting of the three elements x, y, z. Put 
x‘ = 6p = d(X). Then x is a semicompact d-lattice. Furthermore, let 
A:=(.x,y) and ,al:={@,X,A,X-A}. If we set u(@)=p(X-A)=0 
and u(A) =p(X) = 1, then (X, &, 11) is a probability space and .X 
p-approximates .d. However, the Dirac measures pertaining to the points x 
and y, respectively, are different (, x-regular) measures on p(X) which 
extend p. 
We now give an example of a semicompact d-lattice X which does not 
v/&-approximate d where v is a finite, x-regular measure on 
a(.& u F(s))). This means that the existence statements in Theorem 3.4 
cannot be reversed. 
3.11. EXAMPLE. Let X be an infinite Hausdorff space such that every 
real-valued continuous function on X is constant (cf. [S]). Then the Bake 
a-algebra of X is trivial, i.e., &&,(X) = { 0, X}. Fix some point x0 E X and 
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denote by v the Dirac measure pertaining to x0, i.e., for any B c X, v(B) = 1 
or 0 according as x0 E B or x,, $ B. Obviously v is X(X)-regular. However, 
if p denotes the restriction of v onto BO(X), then X(X) does not 
p-approximate S?,,(X), since the condition p(X) = sup{p*(K): KE X(X)) is 
violated. On the other hand, p satisfies the following weaker condition 
p(X) = sup(p*(K): KE X(X)}. (3.8) 
According to [ 191, a finite Baire measure p on an arbitrary topological 
space X which satisfies (3.8) is said to be tight. As a consequence of the 
following measure extension theorem, it will be shown in 3.16 that any 
tight Baire measure on a Hausdorff space X can be extended to a Radon 
measure on X. 
3.12. THEOREM. Assume that the lattices X, 9 satisfy the following 
conditions., 
(a) X is a S-lattice. 
(b) For any KEX, the set (LEE’: Kc L} is nonempty. 
(c) I~KEX and LET, then K-LEX and L-KEY. 
(d) 2’ separates X. 
Furthermore, let u be a finite measure defined on a sub-a-algebra ~4 of 
0(9(X)) such that 
p(X) = sup{p*(K): KE X}; (3.9) 
,~*(K)=inf{p*(L): KcLE~P} foranyKEX; (3.10) 
u* 1 X is a-smooth at @. (3.11) 
Then p can be extended to a X-regular measure on a(9(K)). The extension 
is unique provided that d separates X. 
Proof Choose an increasing sequence (K,) in X such that p(X) = sup,, 
u*(K,). As v :=p*IX satisfies the conditions (Bl)-(B5) of [l], there 
exists, by [ 1, 3.71, a X-regular measure p on 0(9(X)) such that p 1 X < v 
and p(K,) = v(K,) for all n E N. For any d-set A, we thus obtain 
p(A)=sup{p(K): KEX, KcA}<sup{v(K): KEX, KcA}<u*(A)= 
u(A). On the other hand, we have p(X) 3 sup,, p(K,) = sup, v(K,) = p(X), 
hence p(X) =p(X) and so pi JZJ =p. The uniqueness statement follows 
from 3.1. 1 
Now we shall apply 3.12 to some topological situations. Our first 
application is concerned with the extension of a set function to a Baire 
measure. Note that any finite Baire measure on a topological space X is 
S?‘(X)-regular (see [ 19, Theorem 18, Part I]). 
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3.13. COROLLARY. Let X be a topological space, d a sub-o-algebra of 
S&,(X) and ,u a finite measure on & such that p* 12’(X) is a-smooth from 
above (i.e., p*(n, Z,) = inf, p*(Z,) f or every decreasing sequence (Z,) in 
T(X)). Then ,u can be extended to a Baire measure on X. The extension is 
unique if d separates 3(X). 
Proof Put X := S?(X) and 2 := a(X). Then the conditions (a)-(d) of 
3.12 are satisfied (cf. [l, 3.151). In addition, we have 9(~4?)=x, 
hence a(F(,X)) =%&(X). Since p trivially satisfies the conditions (3.9) 
and (3.11) it remains to verify (3.10). Let K E Z’(X) be given. Then 
there exist two decreasing sequences (K,) c Z(X) and (L,) c e(X) such 
that K = fi,, L, = n,, K,, and L, c K, for all n E N. This implies u*(K) = 
inf,, ~*(K,,)3inf,,~*(L,,)>inf{~*(L): Kc LE@(X)} au*(K). 1 
Our next applications of 3.12 are concerned with Bore1 extensions. 
3.14. COROLLARY. Let X be a normal topological space, d a sub-a- 
algebra of 6?(X) and ,u a finite measure on S? such that 
(i) p*(F) = inf{p*(G): Fc GE 3(X)} for all FE F(X); 
(ii) p* [9(X) is a-smooth at @. 
Then u can be extended to an p-(X)-regular Bore1 measure on X. The exten- 
sion is unique if d separates 9(X). 
Proof Apply 3.12 to x :=9(X) and 9 :=3(X). 1 
The existence part of the following corollary was proved by different 
methods in [7, Proposition 4.7(c)]. 
3.15. COROLLARY. Let X be a Hausdorff space and let ,u be a finite 
measure defined on a sub-o-algebra d of a(X). If u satisfies the following 
two conditions 
(i) ~~(X)=~~P{~*(K):KE~X(X)}, 
(ii) p*(K)=inf{p*(G): KcGE~(X)} for all KE~C(X), 
then u can be extended to a Radon measure on X. The extension is unique tf 
d separates ,X(X). 
Proof Our claim follows from 3.12 with ,%C :=x(X) and dp :=3(X). 
Note that in this case condition (3.11) is automatically satisfied. 1 
In the special case & = S?&(X) we obtain from 3.15 
3.16. COROLLARY. Every finite tight Baire measure on a Hausdorff space 
X can be extended to a Radon measure on X. The extension is unique tf X is 
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completely Hausdorff (i.e., the continuous real-valued functions separate the 
points of X). 
Proof. Condition (ii) of the preceding corollary is satisfied since we 
have p(B)= inf{p(U): Bc UE%(X)}, BE&&(X), for every finite Baire 
measure p on X. 1 
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